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In American Reset, the final chapter of the Economic Collapse Chronicles, the ultimate contest
between liberty and tyranny reaches the apex. The Bair family and their neighbors learn the true
value of community as they rely on each other to survive the war and the effects of the financial
meltdown. Will the collapse bring an oppressive regime that enslaves the American people, or
will the patriots prevail and guide the country back to a place of freedom, peace and prosperity?

It's the literary equivalent of buried treasure! Seuss scholar/collector Charles D. Cohen has
hunted down seven rarely seen stories by Dr. Seuss. Originally published in magazines between
1948 and 1959, they include "The Bear, the Rabbit, and the Zinniga-Zanniga " (about a rabbit
who is saved from a bear with a single eyelash!); "Gustav the Goldfish" (an early, rhymed version
of the Beginner Book A Fish Out of Water); "Tadd and Todd" (a tale passed down via photocopy
to generations of twins); "Steak for Supper" (about fantastic creatures who follow a boy home in
anticipation of a steak dinner); "The Bippolo Seed" (in which a scheming feline leads an
innocent duck to make a bad decision); "The Strange Shirt Spot" (the inspiration for the bathtub-
ring scene in The Cat in the Hat Comes Back); and "The Great Henry McBride" (about a boy
whose far-flung career fantasies are only bested by those of the real Dr. Seuss himself).In an
introduction to the collection, Cohen traces the history of these stories, which demonstrate an
intentional and significant change that led to the writing style we associate with Dr. Seuss today.
Cohen also explores these stories' themes that recur in better-known Seuss stories (like the
importance of the imagination, or the perils of greed). With a color palette that has been
enhanced beyond the limitations of the original magazines in which they appeared, this is a
collection of stories that no Seuss fan (whether scholar or second-grader) will want to miss!
Illustrations from The Bippolo Seed and Other Lost Stories(Click on Images to
Enlarge)ReviewStarred Review, Publishers Weekly, 08/22/2011:* "This volume collects seven
joyous Seuss stories that...had never appeared in book form. The stories' rhymed couplets are
pitch-perfect, the verse's rhythm as snappy as in any of Seuss's better-known works... Fans old
and young will deem these "lost" stories a tremendous find."Starred Review, Kirkus Reviews,
09/01/2011:* "Look for millions of Seuss fans with bright shiny faces! The buffed-up illustrations
look brand new, and...the writing is as fresh, silly and exhilarating as it must have been when first
seen. The good Doctor may be dead these 20 years, but he's still good for splendid
surprises."Los Angeles Times, 9/21/2011, Nick Owchar"...perfect combinations of pictures and
stories that will appeal to young readers as well as their parents..."New York Times Sunday Book
Review, 9/16/2011, Pamela Paul"...features the kinds of nonsense that blend right in with the
Stinky Cheese Man and SpongeBob SquarePants."Kiwi magazine, 9/18/2011"There is simply
never enough Dr. Seuss... .the master himself...lives on through his wonderful words of wisdom,



delivered in delicious rhymes and creative characters."About the AuthorDr. Seuss is quite simply
the most beloved children's book author of all time.Charles D. Cohen is a graduate of Haverford
College and the Tufts University School of Dental Medicine and has been a practicing dentist for
over 20 years. Dr. Cohen first became enchanted with the works of Dr. Seuss as a child and he
began purchasing early editions of Seuss books in college. Today, Dr. Cohen's trove of
Seussiana is likely the most comprehensive private collection in the world. It is his hope to create
a museum to preserve the full Seuss legacy by protecting the pieces for posterity and sharing
them with the public to enjoy. He is the author of the The Seuss, the Whole Seuss, and Nothing
But the Seuss, as well as 50th anniversary retrospective editions of How The Grinch Stole
Christmas and Yertle the Turtle and Other Stories.Read more
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Ebook Library Reader, “A good ending to the series. I like the way Mark Goodwin writes. I have
mixed feelings about this series. It wasn't my favorite series he has written. I think I have read all
of his series now.”

Quakerbulldog, “Best Author. Great book series! The quotes set the stage, enhance the feel and
emotional flow. I share the quotes on Fakebook and Twitter every chance I get ..so maybe those
media formats might change for the better.”

barn_singer, “Great book!. Makes you see that this could absolutely happen with what is going
on in America right now.  And probably will.”

Sandra, “Great book. If you’re a Christian, or just like reading this type of material without
profanity and vulgarity, this is another great book series from Goodwin. I’ve read 5 other series
so far.  Fast reads.”

Vicki Burke, “True to life. I rated this book five stars because it was based on the truth of what
has happened to the United States. The country has lost its freedom and has too much
corruption to survive much longer. Everyone must return to God and the original Constitution.”

Birdmonkey, “This is actually the BEST book I have EVER read!. This book is great just like the
first two in the series. This series of books are the best books I have EVER read. I don't know
exactly what it is about these books but they are awesome. It is really hard for me to put the book
down once I start reading it. I love this book. I don't know if there's going to be a fourth or fifth
book in the series but I'm definitely going to keep reading them if they print them. This book is so
true to life regarding the future in my opinion that it's like reading the future. This book is also like
a real life guide to survival but in a story version. I would recommend this book to everybody,
especially people living in the United States. Even though I live in California, I could picture a
scenario such as this happening in the suburbs of of LA. I can't say enough good stuff about this
book to really convey how good of a read it is.”

Bazinga, “Great series.. Loved the books. Truly feel, without the simple rhetoric, that these times
are among us in some way or another. It may not be to the extent, but truly present themselves
are possible outcomes to today’s society. Recommend to anyone with strong Christian beliefs
and love for their country.”

Ebook Library Reader, “really love this writer. really love this writer...read all three in the series
within a week as I just couldn't put them down.love the quotes...very useful prepper info and a
very easy read....very likeable characters”



BreakMaster Q, “detailed as if living through modern day American revolution. Specific things to
do also real to life. Enjoyed greatly. Liked that there were actual resources described that I could
buy. Like Patriots by Rawles but more local and political. Bit too many bible verses to take though
as this may cause non Christian to feel preached at instead of too.”

Ebook Library Reader, “This third installation of the series was just a great as the first two. This
third installation of the series was just a great as the first two. Enjoyed the read very much and
looking forward to more books from Mr. Goodwin.”

Robert Boudreau, “Five Stars. would recommend”

The book by Dr. Seuss has a rating of  5 out of 4.7. 451 people have provided feedback.
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